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To the Editor,
In the recent issue of your journal, wewere pleased to read an
interesting article by S¸ahin et al. (1) evaluating p-wave
dispersion (PWd) in 58 patients with lichen planus (LP)
compared to 37 age- and gender-matched healthy controls.
The authors showed that PWd was higher in LP patients
compared to healthy controls (39.9¡12.9 msec vs. 32.4¡
11.8 msec, p=0.005). Additionally, high-sensitivity C-reactive
protein (hsCRP), low-density lipoprotein (LDL)-cholesterol and
triglyceride levels were significantly higher in the LP group
compared to the healthy controls. Furthermore, hsCRP levels
were positively correlated with PWd.
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common clinical
arrhythmia and presents as heterogeneous and discontin-
uous intra- and/or inter-atrial conduction due to several
insults (e.g., inflammatory status) that promote atrial
structural remodeling and provide a substrate for AF (2).
In previous studies, Dilaveris et al. (3) described a new ECG
index (PWd) and demonstrated that a p maximum
.110 msec and a PWd .40 msec were simple and
noninvasive parameters for the prediction of paroxysmal
lone AF; Aytemir et al. (4) reported similar findings at a p
maximum .106 msec and a PWd .36 msec. Thereafter, p-
wave indices have been applied in a wide range of clinical
contexts (5-9). The study by S¸ahin et al. (1) was the first in
the literature to evaluate this marker in LP patients.
However, mean p-wave indices in the study by S¸ahin et al.
(1) were lower than described by Dilaveris et al. (3) and
Aytemir et al. (4) in the prediction of paroxysmal lone AF.
This result may be due to several differences among those
studies, including different patient populations and risk
factors and relatively short disease durations for the LP
patients. Additionally, the study results should be inter-
preted in the context of the effects of LP on serum lipid
levels (i.e., higher LDL-cholesterol and triglyceride levels),
which are known as significant risk factors for chronic
inflammation and AF development (10,11).
Moreover, despite the volume of studies on this topic, p-
wave index reference values and measurement techniques
have not been standardized. Therefore, echocardiographic
and clinical follow-up data could assist with determining
the impact of both cardiac and non-cardiac diseases on p-
wave indices. Other studies have suggested that intra- and/
or inter-atrial electromechanical delays measured by tissue-
Doppler imaging could be useful markers for the prediction
of paroxysmal AF along with PWd (12-14). In addition to the
non-invasive measurements, clinical follow-up data are
essential to predict several parameters of AF development
accurately.
In conclusion, S¸ahin et al. highlighted LP as a chronic
inflammatory condition and described the impact of this
condition on atrial conduction using p-wave indices.
However, tissue-Doppler imaging with echocardiography
and the collection of clinical follow-up data related to AF
development should be considered in future studies in
addition to electrocardiographic evaluation.
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